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The purpose of this thesis is to study a class of logic
that has the property of being system clock-free. independence

from system level clocking is provided by relaxing timing
requirements so that signais are fundamental ly Delay

Insensitive. A class of signal specifications, and pnotocol

methods, are prov i ded as a basi s fon exp I or i ng De I ay

Insensitive logic.
During this project a Delay Insensitive protocol was

proposed as a means for pnoviding high level cor¡rnunication

between logical blocks. An integrated circuit (iC) was

implemented in order to test various Delay Insensitive
principles, êDd to evaluate the overhead associated with addins
delay insensitivity to a serial protocol. 0veral I testing
indicated that IC ovenhead was not excessive given the tasks
the asynchronous Delay Insensitive communication ic implements.

Further. the val idity of deiay insensitivity was demonstrated
by the correct logical functioning of. the IC despite
introduction of significant external delays, and the overai I

limitations imposed by insufficient off-chip driver circuits.
A Delay Insensitive design methodology is presented and is

uti I ized to describe ful iy Delay Insensitive representations

Abstract

for the asynchronous protocol.
methodology is developed to provide the capability of combining
Deiay Insensitive logic with local ly synchronous devices. The

advantage of mixed mode circuits is the capability to extend
the I ifespan of many current cel i I ibraries within a Delay

Insensi t ive framework. The abi I i ty to design r+i thin a Del ay

insensltive environment appears pnomising since it could
enhance automation of many of the synchronization tasks between

major functional blocks of logic.

A mixed mode circui t
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CHAPTER 1: DELAY INSENSITTVTTY AND DEvIcE DESTGN

1.1 Synchronization and System Behavior

Modern digital systems, both at the i-ntegrated circuit
level and higher levels, reguire very stringent synchronization
to satisfy basic operating characteristics. rn particular, the
distribution constraints of clock signals and synchronj-zation
of parallel data along long data paths can be particularly
difficult to saÈisfy in sysËem specifications. rn this thesis,
system will refer to the transistor/rogic networks common to
all digital and computer organizations, whether on a single
chip or spread across many boards. The scope of the thesis is
based upon the effect that delay has upon synchronization and
control signals. rt is the act of synchronizing signats, and
signar ordering over long paths, that provides one of modern
system designs greatest charlenges now, and in the future.

rn any significant, modern system, the actual wires that
interconnect switching elements and operational blocks are far
from the idealized versj-ons represented in erementary swi-tching
theory and Iogic. rnstead, on-chip wires generarly have
significant amounts of resistance and capacitance distributed
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along their length, and wires at the board level have
resistance, capacitance, and inductance along their length.
The result is that transistor switching speed is significantly
retarded by 10ng wires both on and. off-chip. Further,
significant delays in a signal can often be introd.uced by the
line itself since the signar must physically propagate down the
highly non-idea1 transmission 1ine. Modern integrated. circuits
(rcs) have reached the point where the switching speed. of
individual transistors is no longer significantly greater than
the transmission r-ine delay of a long wire. Thus, logic
designers may no longer discount the wire length and
characteristics when designi-ng logic circuits in sir-icon, or at
a board level. of course, this problem is not newi system
designers have long contended with the delay problem when
designing major computers since even TTL can switch much faster
than most card cage d.elays i-n such systems. A good exampre of
this characterÍstic is the v.A,x 750 farniry which exists on a
1000 ns bus at the card cage lever, while having much greater
card-leveI performance. Thus, line delay is an increasingly
pervasive ¡rroblem at all levels of system design.

Hor¿ has technology influenced the probrem of Èransmission
line delay? prÍnarily, the advance of technology has onry made
the problem much more difficult to approach. rt is true that
great, effort has been made to reduce wire capacitance,
inductance and resistance by using high density packing,
i:nproved board. materials, and, so on, but these remed.ies onry

2



moderately alleviate the problern. lthile progress was rnade in
board layout and materials, integratíon has correspondingly
resulted to small-er active devices with substantially shorter
switching tirnes" As switching speeds continue to increase, the
significance of rine delay induced signar skew in clock, data
and control signals becomes much more crucial. For example,

Figure 1 shows an example of scaling a circuiÈ down by a factor
of (A) while an input wire delay mismatch stays essentially
unscaled a10ng its length" rf wire delay were to stay
constant, the raÈio between the switching tine and the delay is
obviously much smaller -- in fact, the delay may have become

more significant, or even critical.
unfortunately, transmission line delay is a much greater

probrem than it would superficialry appear to be. After arI,
if the line delay increases, why not simply insert delays, as

needed, in order to assure proper synchronization? This is
often exactly what is done. The difficulty with such an

approach is that variaÈions in the fabrication process rnake it
very difficult t,o accurately estinate line delay. rf we must
insert a large number of delay lines we will likely see such
adjustments reflected in reductions in device yields.
Furthermore, clock distribution over a chip becomes much more
complex if proper rc operation d.epends on the insertion of many

carefully tailored delays between functional blocks. such
design rnethod.ologies can be very arduous and tine consuming,
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and such solutions are Iikely to become much more difficult.
The probrem of delays between synchronous erements has l_ed

to a number of alternate approaches at the system reveI. For
example, communication between synchronous, locaIly clocked
processors is provided by serial, asynchronous línks in the
rnMosTM rransputer series. The assumption is that
synchronizing many independent computational elements would be

difficult and costly; hence, an asynchronous rink is provided
to facilitate i-nterprocessor communicatj-on. Although the
rnMosTM rransputer is a microprocessor intended for paralleI
processj-ng, the choice of an asynchronous communication 1ink
was made to elirninate the need^ for global clocks of any kind;
hence, a large system courd be reratively free from skew

problems at a rack or system level. Additionally, the
individua elements d.o not have to slow down to accommodate a

structure like a shared synchronous bus. Àlthough the
Transputer is an architecture intended. to solve the memory and

communication problems inherent in paralIe1 processing, many of
the delay and system design problems encountered at the system
level are increasingly experienced. by logic designers. some of
the methods that are applicable at the board revel may be

appropriate to the very large scale integrated chips that wirl
soon be in the design stages.

An alternative to a clocked, synchronous, inherently
delay-sensitive system is to throw ar,üay the globaI, system-wide
clock altogether. That is, to desígn with asynchronous syst,ems

5



from the outset. such methods have the property that system

design and interconnection of unclocked erements nay well be

more simple, consistent and. reliable"
interconnection of validated asynchronous elements woul-d. free
the designer from the difficulty of accommodating the critical
races and other delay dependencies of synchronous Iogic.

1.2 self-Timed systems

1.2.1 Definition of Self-Timed Systems

A self-timed system is any system that reries upon signal
events embedded within data, rather than a globaI clock or
contror signal, to provide correct operation and

synchronization t1l. rt is a basic property that self-tirned
systemst ot el-ements, are insensitive to arbitrary delays in
their prirnary inputs and outputs.

A correct

I"2"2 Reguirernents for a Self-Timed System

rn a self-tirned system overarl operation will be assured by
a logical interconnection of elements that also exhibit a

self-tined nature. There are a number of functional features
that will a1low us t.o construct logical devices that require

6



neither a g1obal clock, nor careful
The goal of self-tined design is to
the synchronj_zat,ion reguirements

methodologies.

rn order to provide clock-free realizations we must fol_low
some basic rules:

(1) signal transitions must be unique, either from o

to lt or 1 to o. Thusr âr event is a transitíon
without assumptions regarding the time delay inherent
in any signal event.

(2) where order is not irnportant to a design we

define a partial ordering of delay insensitive lines.
The design should assure that any reordering of events
on Èhese lines will noÈ adversely affect a driven
circuits outputs.

(3) Logical o and 1 must, be d.ifferentiated. Hence, a
Èri-state signalling of o, I and. null (-) is generarly
proposed. optionally, distinct lines may be al_I0cated
to logicar 1 or o to provide differentiation between
the two. Data is represented by transi-tions frorn nulr
to valid data and back again. This provides an

inherent cl0ck in the self Tined Element (sÎE) data.
(4) synchronization is stilr necessary in some

manner. A sending circuit which is forcing inputs
into a recei-ving circuit must not place new data on

the lines untir the previous data has been processed.

7
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Hence, a handshaking protocol using request (REa) and

acknowledge (AcI() signars is typical. protocol

operatíon is relatively sirnple. The send.er places
data inputs to a circuit and. a REe onto the input
lines of the receiving circuit. once the receiver has

carried out arl appropriate processing tasks (logical
or otherwise), the receiver sends an ACK signar to
indicate readiness for more data. This is simirar to
physical layer handshaking on a network, or like that
between a computer and a para1le1 printer. Refer to
Figure 2 for an illustration of this process.

ïn order to provide design correctness, it is presumed that
signal ordering may not be subject to circuÍt delays.
Therefore, any signal ord.ering requires a d.istinct set of
handshaking events for each set of ordered signars. Note that
such a system does not, in general, preclude absorute maximuma

on delay. rf lirnits must be placed upon delay, such as those
necessary for dynarnic logic, some relaxation of srE
restrictions may be allowed. rn such a case, some estination
of line delay may be necessary to assure that appropriate
safety rnargins can be designed into the circuit.

The above conditi.ons constrain circuit operation
sufficiently so that the circuit, can be said to be self-timed.
clocking is not derived externally but is inherent in the basic
operation on the data. such circuits tend to exhibiÈ a werl
behaved nature at the block or system reveli hence, the system

8
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design task should be significantly easier.

1.3 Attributes of SeIf-Tined Systems

one of the major attributes of self-tirned systems is a

greater reliance on a hierarchical design methodology. À

typical system, such as the one porÈrayed in Figurê 3, would
consist of severar self-tirned blocks interconnected in an

appropriate fashion. correct operation is based upon correct
interconnection, not upon adequate delays and external
seguencing/control. ft is the nature of a correctly designed.
serf-timed element, which are the functional blocks in the
system, to inherently reject the need for time-critical
sequencing. Thus, ât the system leve1, design cour-d

potentially be clock free whatever the actual implementatíon
details of the individual elernents.

rt is worthwhile to note that a srE does not have to be

totally clock free in internal realization. A valid.
specification for a srE may include an external seLf-tirned
definition with synchronous, locally clocked. logic implementing
the function internally. Figure 4 illustrates just such a

1ocally isochronic STE block.

rf time seguencing is no longer a critical part of the
design process, srEs promise to accelerate the design effort by
significantly reducing the effort expended in the analysis of

10
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clock distribution and sequencíng in mod.ern rcs and systems.
Further, the srE approach shourd provide greater reliability in
design since relativery 1itt1e attention need be given to the
line delays; only in the case of performance studies would
line delay need to be extensivery analyzed.. This systematic
approach is particularly attractive to designers who work at an

rc standard cell levelr oE higher, since they wilr not be

concerned with the design of the srEs themselves, The greatest,
current source of difficulty is the initial effort needed to
produce a verified base of srE building blocks. rn any case,
srE design prornises to ease the design process at the system
building block l_evel.

one reason that srE celI, rc, and. board based. methods
appear so promising is that simple methods are avai-labIe to
provj-de pipelining, paralIel synchronization, and cascading of
such erements. urrmann and others t2l tll nention simple r^¡ays

to cont,rol AcK/REe signals to produce such effects. since
blocks may be cornbined in sufficiently complex organizations,
srEs may well be suited for design automation applications. A

proper design is guaranteed by an appropriate interconnecti_on
of lines si.nce d.elay is non-critical; hence, a tool need. only
provide the connections and a routing path. Thus, srEs provide
significant support to some of the desígn rnethods and tools
t'hat will be needed. for the dense urtra Large scale rcs (uLSr)

of the future.
A number of authors, such as Molnar l3l and Fang l2l,

13



provide a crass of srEs which are even more flexible. Their
class of circuits, ca11ed Delay rnsensitive (Dr) modules

consist of input and output, signals whose time characteristics
are only partially ordered. That is, a request and a proper
subset of inputs have switching events prior to each AcK

signal. rn this class of circuits, Delay rnsensitivity permits
any arbitrary deray to be inserted in any line while
guaranteeing correct circuit operation. Dr circuits generally
differ from srEs only in absolute adherence to Dr limÍts and

incorporate a general requirement of resistance to
metastability. As well, it is uncommon for a Dr network t,o use
a nulI state to differentiate d.ata bits. rnstead, all clocking
is incorporated into the data lines without the use of a nurl
signal. rf a Dr circuit reguires ordering, it is necessary to
provi-de separate ACK signals for each and every ordered. event.
The most, general form of srE system is, therefore, a Dr system.
The next chapter will detair many of the attributes of Dr

design.

I4



CHAPTER 2: DELAY INSENSTTTVE SYSTEMS

2 "I De1ay Insensitive Modules

Deray rnsensitive (Dr) modules are logic aenerating
circuits that satisfy the delay insensitivity condition. A Dr

module is said to be in an environment which introduces a

finite but unknown delay in input and output signals. Fj-gure 5

illustrates the environmentar to modular relationship in Dï

systems. Thus, given an environment with finite delay, a

signal set {41r42r... ,An} could, even if the arrivar order at
the environment bound.ary is known, be received in any arbitrary
reordering at the circuit boundary {a1ra2 , c. o,an}. rf the
output of the círcuit, bk = f¡{a1 ,ã2,... râ¡}r ís prod.uced with
consistent correctness regard.less of signar reordering, then we

nay indicate that the element is Delay rnsensitive.
Delay rnsensitive modules conform to the basÍc rules of

srEs with a number of extensions. The fundamental rule set is
as follows:

(1) All inputs are semi-modurar. That is, the only lega1
transition on any line is from logical I to rogícal o, or
vice-versa, during any one fu11 cycle of

15



request/acknowledge. Further, there must be a monotonic
and stable transition; examples of non-monotonic

transitions woul-d be glitches, or other transients, on the
circuit inputs.

(2) A circuit cycle is initiated by a partial ord.ering of
signals and REe, and is terminated, after an arbitrary
internal delay, by circuit output and AcK. That is, some

signals may be asserted with REe in any order, followed by
assertion of valid outputs and the AcK signal. proper

design consists of specifying which combinations of signals
may occur.

Practical circuits will also have logical I or logicar o data
encoded in a speci-a1 manner; either separate Iines are usually
ernployed for 1 and o, or a trístate signalling method must be

utilized. practical design assumes a two line configuration
with the general goal of eliminat,ing all expricit circuit
clocking in Dr realizations. rf a mod.ule satisfies the above
two ruIes, it is said to be Delay fnsensitive.

2.L System Considerations in DI Modules

2.I"1 Signal Conventions in DI Modules

signals in DT modules are said to be semi--modular and

monotonic. once a transition or excitation on a line is

16
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initiated, it rnust progress to the other Iíne state without
nulÈiple transitions. The onry r¡ray an excited signal returns
to stabiliÈy is by entering a comprementary state. !{e refer to
this behavior mathematicarly by writing the expression o->0*-
>1->1*->0... where the asterisk represents the excitation or
instability condition.

Fundamentally, the semi-modularity property is critical to
forming a Dr system. The irnplication is that any transition on

an input line may occur onry once in the circuit REe/AcK cyc1e.
rf we allow rnultiple transitions on a line in each cycler wê

are then assuming tÍme dependencies on the part of the Dr

modure. This would violate delay insensitivity since $re now

must know the internal and environmental performance of the
system. Therefore, iÈ is typical that some subset of signals
will undergo transÍtion along with the REe signal. Further
variation of input rines is thereafter forbidd.en until an

appropriaÈe ACK signal reaches the sending circuit. Figure 6

illustrates the behavior of a system having a partiar ordering
of inputs" All lirnitations upon signal transition are entirely
dependent upon the functionar specificat,ion of the Dr mod.ule;

hence, partíaI ordering is a design matter that depends upon

the specific application for the DI module.

18
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2.1.2 Synchronization Signals

rn all self-timed systems, such as a Dr module, it is
necessary to have a signal that initiates a cycle or functional
state change in that module. rn Dr systems, this function j-s

served by a simpre handshaking protocol. A protocol of REe

followed. by ACK can take a number of forms, the sirnplest of
which is called the single railr oE 4 cycIe, protocol. rn all
such handshake protocols the basic cycle is of data input and

REQ, followed by data output (state change) and ACK. Figure 7

(a) illustrates the single rair prot,ocol in state terms, while
Figure 7 (b) provides a depiction of typical waveforms that
would satisfy the singre rail protocol. rn this type of
protocol the signal must return Èo a null lever (commonry o),
hereafter referred to as REe- and ACK-, prior to beginning a

new cycle. rn practical applications it is convenient to
encode REe+ and. ACK+ as a logical !, and REe- and.

AcK- as a logical o. please note that o and 1 can easj.ry be

interchanged if done so in a consistent manner. rn this thesis
r assume that the logicar I and o values will correspond to the
standard voltage leveIs for CMOS and TTL.

Although this is not the only formulation for an srE
protocol, it does serve as a basic starting point for module

constructj-on" þIe will find that the use of protocols and. a

fundamental circuit calIed the 'join' will allow us to form
more complex circuits.

20
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2"L.3 The Muller C Element (Join)

one circuit that can be shown to be fundamentally self-
tined and detay insensitive is the Muller c element. Although
it does not have a REe/AcK proÈocol, Miller t4l demonstrates
that it satisfi-es all the criteria of a self-timed b1ock.
Further, it is inherently delay insensitive and sat,isfies arl
Dr conditions as shown by Molnar [3], and others trl t4l tsl.
This circuit ís often called a join function because of the
unigue properties it exhibits.

Ã.s a two input círcuit, the join wÍlr produce a 1 output if
all its inputs are a r, or a o if alr its inputs are a o,
otherwise, it retains the previous output state. Table r shows

the logic function of the Muller c in a truth table format.
Delay varj-ation cannot adversely affect this circuit other than
to cause delay variation at the outputs.

TÀBLE T: MULLER c ELEMENT TRUTH TABLE

^4, B

00
01
10

why is this circuit important? This circuit,rs importance
results from the ease with which Dr modules and srEs are
cascadable to form a variety of configuratíons from piperined
to paral1eI operation. The Muller c serves to provid.e the
globaI synchronization that would otherwise be provided by a

clock in many systems. Further, if it is desired that acti_on
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be synchronized upon a specific set of signals, a sirnple
cascade of c elements is known t,o work consistently. rn a

circuit sense, the Muller c function may be freery reorganized
or extended in the same way a boorean oR or boorean AND

funcÈion may; that is, it is fu1ly assocj-ative. Figure I
illustrates the action of tr j oining* signars to provid.e a

synchronization event. rn this caser ürê are joining several
ACK signals to provide some system leúel synchronizat,ion in the
form of a common AcK. rn practical realizations, the join is
most commonly used to provide synchronization of controL
signals in pipelined, or paralIel, final staqes.

2.1,4 Module Forms

The fundamental Dr module has data inputs, d.ata outputs, a

REQ, and an ACK signal. Although there are v/ays to construct
Dr systems without an explicit REe/AcK, there must be a

mechanisrn of feedback present in the system; otherwise the
system cannot possibly provid.e d.elay i_nsensitivity" Typically
such signals are present explicitly. A typical centrar module
would appear as shown in Figure 9 (a). The number of inputs
and outputs in a Dr module is arbitrary and fulIy dependent
upon the specific irnplernentation" The basi-c module format
depicted is, in itself, guíte useful. This form, with one or
more inputs, is often used as a basic buirding block for more
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complex circuÍts.
For example, it is common to desire some revel of

pipelining in a circuit design. Figure 9 (b) illustrates how

srEs courd easily be pipelined. rn a pipeline system, changes

must propagate up the furr chain in a lockstep fashion before
we dare begin a new cycle at the base of the piperine. For
example, a FrFo could be envisioned as a chain of Dr registers
connected in series; rt is convenient to note that, we do not
have to adopt a speci-al design to cope with pipelining. All
that is needed is a standard module and a Mul1er c elernent.
Figure 10 shows how a Dr modure could be prepared for pípelined
operation. Assuming the system started at a known state
(usualIy 0), an incident, REe would initiate module activity.
The module would then generate an ACK signal as appropriate;
this ACK serves as both the outgoing REe to the next moduLe and
the returned AcK to the sender. fs this a contradictory
condition? No, it is not; the outgoing REe initiates the next
pipeline stage, while the ACK will al1ow compretion of the
current cycle aÈ the sender. rf the sender starts a nee/ cycre,
it will have to wait until the rnodule recei-ves an ACK frorn the
pipeline stage downstream si-nce REer and ACK2 are joined by a
Muller c function. Thus, the pipeline does proceed in
lockstep. rn any signal ordering, new transitions int,o the
module must wait for both a valid REel and ACK2. Therefore,
the next pipeline stage must be ready for more activity before
further operatj-ons can continue. The c element assures correct
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operation by functional desígn.

sirnilarly, modules can read.ily be connected in paralre1.
All that must be done is to connect a series of ACK signals
through an appropri-ate number of Murler c erements. Figure rI
illustrates just such an organization. A common ÀcK signal is
generated by the circuit and is fed. back to arr the individ.ual
para11el module inputs. As before, the join will faciritate
the synchronization activity at this point. By utilizing
appropriate combinations of srEs and Mulrer c elements major
archiÈectural variations are easiry accommodated.

2,2 Delay Insensitive protocols

one usefur methodology in ci-rcuit design is to use a delay
insensit'ive protocol between major blocks of circui-try. This
protocol may incorporate either a para1Iel or serial
communication path compremented by the appropriate use of a

REQ/ACK signal set" By using a standard protocol_ to connect
major funct,ional blocks, the block design process may be
simplified to incorporate standard. components/elernents.
Further, a standard protocol between blocks wourd. sirnplÍfy the
system integration process. The following paragraphs will
di-scuss a tristate protocol systern as one method for block
interconnection

ïn the tristate or pseudo-tristate method, all data must be

formatted so that there are no tine dependencies on signalling
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a logical r or o to the recei-ving circuit. A common rnethod is
to provide two lines for each logical data bit since true three
state data lines are guite difficult to fabricate in practical
circuits. Two such Iínes generarly encode a r1, , ror , and, nul1
(t-t) state. Data lines must return to the nurl state between

each and every transmitted data bit, much as a return to zero
code does. Typicarly, one line is labelled as a high d.ata line
(DH) and the other a low data line (DL). Figure 12 shows a
sample encoding scheme, and sampre waveform, that implements a

pseudo-tristate. Each transition from nulr to a valid data
value, and from varid daÈa Èo nulr, will reguire one full
REQ/ACK cycle. The irnplication of such a signarling rnethod is
that there will be significant protocol overhead. An alternate
method involving single line transitions without a nulr_ state
has great advantages over the tristate line.

The REQ/ACK signal pair may have one of two convenient
signal conventi-ons: (1) singre rail . (2) double rair. rn
the single rail conventj.on, both REe and ACK must return to a

nulI state prior to initiating a new cycle. Thus, as Figure 13

illustrates, the handshaking signals return to ror as triggered
by signal edges. The single rail protocol is the simplest of
the two protocols to irnplement in practical 1ogic,

unfortunately, a sj-ngle rail protocol has a significant
weakness. The total data cycle reguíres that REe and valid
data travel to the receiver, followed by the return of ACK to
the sender. Next the sender must nu1l the data rines using the
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same REQ/ACK cycle sequence. over a 10ng trace having
significant delay there could prove to be significant overhead.
A double rail protocol remedies this problern. The double rail
protocol relies upon a single, unidirectional transit,ion to
signal an ACK or REe. Figure 14 shows a protocol signal set
where each pair of transitions on Èhe REe/AcK Lines signals is
a full data cycle. Tn this protocol the REe/ACK pair must
st.i11 travel between the sending and recieving circuit;
however, this happens onry once each wêy, not twice as in the
single rail protocor. since the protocol lacks a null state,
it is much more efficient. The only drawback to a double rail
protocor is the reality that circuit, J_mplernentations are
generally significantly more complex, and hence, significantly
larger in circuit area than a sÍngle rail implementation.
Figure 15 illustrates the edge encoded nature of data in a

double rail Dr protocor. Although the side effect of using a

double rail is the probability that protocol handling will
consume more rc area, the significant advantages in performance
nay well outweigh any sacrifice in silicon.

2"3 Design Considerations in DI Systems

!'lhen producing a design using Dr principles and moduÌes, it
is necessary to assure a number of basic conditions. Fi-rst,
design Itcorrectnessrr by interconnection is critical. rf the
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modules are not related by a general protocol, then the design
blocks must mesh very tightly in order to provide adeguate or
correct operation. sirnplifying system rever- integration is the
essential reason for using protocols in the first place.
second, a sense of rliveness* must be assured. LÍveness refers
to havi-ng a network free from dead.lock. Dead.lock, or deadry
embrace, is a situation in which two or more modures are
waiting for a signal from each other in a configuration that
cannot be satisfíed, thus harting operation; functionarly,
they are all waiting upon each other. This is a problem
peculiar to Dr and asynchronous networks in generar since
continuation, completion, REe/À,cK, and other signals used for
circuit operation and. arbi.trati-on operate in a lockstep
fashion. Great care must be taken to avoid such classes of
problems in DI systems.

when implementing Dr modules, it is fundamental that the
circuit be a critical-race free, non-fundamental mode circuit.
Dr modules must accommodate signal re-ordering; thus, a

circuit must be torerant of swÍtching orders that include the
possibility of simultaneous switching. since many circui-ts
could be produced with state machines, care must be taken to
permit any valid reordering of sj_gnals in ci-rcuít switching
behavior.

The internal organization of a Dr module is arbitrary and.

wholIy dependent upon the designer. rf desired, a fuIly
unclocked design may be produced. unfortunately, it is often
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much more difficult to produce a design havíng no crocks. An

alternative is to rely upon a locaI crock within a limited
region within the rc. such local clocks are not synchronized
gIoba11y. A clock operating in a linited, synchronous region is
called an rsochronic cIock. The region that it operates within
is caIled an rsochronic Zone. Figure 16 contrasts ïsochronic
and fuIly uncrocked. Dr mod.ules. BuiLding circuits that are
Iocally synchronous has the advantage that synchronous design
over small areas is well understood, and quite reliable since
line delay i-s relatively limited. Thereforer ân ïc courd be
globaIly Dr while it has regions of synchronous logic within
its rsochronic zones. Any design method within those zones is
varid as long as it satisfies Dr behavior in a global sense.
rf communication into and out of the zone is Dr, than the
devi-ce i-s said to be Dr at a system level. chapt eE 4 will
present a general nethod for Df desígn.
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CHAPTER 3: AN ASYNCHRONOUS DT TNIERFACE Tc

3. I Implementation Goals

A rnajor goal of this thesis is to implement a Dr protocol
in a practical cMos rc. The rc is to implernent a number of
seriar channers for byte-sized, asynchronous communj-cation

between rnicroprocessor and. mi-croprocessor based devices.
Further, the rc is to incorporate only local clocking methods

for all fundamental circuit operations within the serial
channels. The device uses the fundamental asynchronous Dr

protocol signals to derive aIl signals within the channelrs
single i.sochronic zone. This allows us t,o use synchronous
logic elements, such as D flip-flops from the university of
Manitoba vLsr cell library, while sÈilr retaining many of the
benefits of avoiding grobal clocking. Essentialry this rc is
implemented as a set of locally synchronous internal blocks
Èhat are Iínked to a DI, asynchronous protocol.

The protocol that each channel provides is a single rail
data protocol coupled with a double rail REg/AcK protocol.
selection of this cornbination ì{as made for the following
reasons: (1) single rail d.ata signalling provides much
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sirnpler clocking while supplying franing informatíon for the
data words " (2) Double rail REQ/ACK signalling provid.es
significantly greater performance whire adding only a moderate
increase in circuit cornplexity. (3) The mix of double rail
REQ/ACK and single rail data proved to be convenient for
deriving appropriate clockÍng for the channelrs int,ernal
synchronous 1ogic.

Appropriate interface logic is provided to alrow the Dr
channers to be linked. to a typical synchronous processor. The
-å'synchronous Dr channel (ADrc) rc was desi.gned. to behave as a
memory mapped, interrupt driven device; therefore, control is
via memory napped registers.

This design demonstrates that synchronous and asynchronous
design elements may be successfully mixed. Further, it
illustrates the advantages of a Dr protocol approach at a

system 1evel"

3.2 Protocol Specifications

As has been mentioned, the rc implements a number of serial
channels for asynchronous communications. since this chip
provides communicatíon between current microprocessor based
systems, it transmits information in a standard byte format.
rn this manner, software using current serial chips would need
to be minimally rewritten. only d.etairs of controL and.
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initialization would vary, not the data format,s. Thus, line
signalling and waveform activity would be transparent to the
progranmer.

The rc protocor is Dr and asynchronous. Figure 17

demonstraÈes a double rail REe/AcK protocor with one single
rail data channer. There is one simple variation on the
fundamental single rail data protocol in this rc. Not only are
logical one, zero and nulI provid.ed on the data lines, but a

data framing signal is also encoded. A sequence of DH DL egual
to rl-z indicates that the line is between data bytes.
Therefore, this data value can serve to frame the data into
bytes and provide channer initialization. rn fact, the
implernentation forces a reset of certain internal statesr âs
appropriate, upon receiving a framing value on DH and DL.

Please note that both the placement of the data event, and,

the nulI event, upon DH DL each reguire a fulI REe/AcI(
sequence. such behavior is necessary because the sender cour-d
otherwise be required to incorporate time metrics in its
transmi-ssi-on behavior. rt is desired that assumptions about
delay, in eÍther the interconnecting 1ines, or Èhe receiverrs
internal behavior, be incorporated into the d.esign of the
system. ExamÍnation of Figure 17 clearÌy shows this
relationship.

The Dr protocol selected provides a number of major
advantages over typical microprocessor seri.al channels. First,
the hardware designer does not have to presume a specific
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transmission rate for the hardware. The channel will operate
as quickly as i-nternal delays and the communication medj-um wi1l
allow. Thus, if coaxial cabre connects the two channels,
operation will be automatically raised to the lirnits of the
medium limits by the protocol itself . sj-nce tirne metrics are
not assumed, the protocol operates as guickly as the nedium
will permit the REe/ACK cycle to operate. systems connected in
this manner would have a wide ratitude in interconnect
variation and upgrading. Further, Iow Level synchronization is
inherent in the protocor itself; thus, initialization of a

network is sinplified. Arthough some software protocol
synchronization is needed on all netr^¡orks, this task should be
somewhat sirnprified under this type of organization.
unfortunately, a Dr protocol does extract some cost from the
system--in this case tirne. The REe/Aci( handshaking that is
i-nherent in a protocol can double the best case time in many
serial channels" Furthef,, â tri-state single rail code reduces
performance further by reguiríng that both data and nulr have a
REQ/ACI( cycle. Potentially, such a channelrs maxirnum speed
could be as little as one guarter of the serial channel
maximum. on the positive side, the performance of this
protocol is based upon ed.ges rather than levels; hence, overall
behavior should be guite acceptable in many systems.
Additionally, it is guite difficult, to provide reliable
asynchronous communications in rnany systems. A Dr prot,ocol,
such as the one above, could regularize many design tasks in
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such computer networks/systerns.

3.3 Physical fmplementation

The ADrc rc was implemented using three mícron Northern
Telecom cMos. stat,ic design was utirized. extensively
throughout the rc since estimates showed that pin-Iímitation,
not silicon area, would. determine the number of channels that
could be placed on-chip. The following sections wirl detaíl
the ADIC IC as implemented.

3.3.1 Input Serial Channel Design

The seriar input channel is essent,ially serf-crocked logic
controlled by a fundamentar mode state machine. A stat,e
control design was selected because it was berieved. thaÈ a
state machine could most easily i-nterface between the
asynchronous nature of the serial 1ink, and the synchronous
nature of the internally clocked. rogic and microprocessor
interface" A block diagrarn schematic in Figrrre 1g represents
the DI Seria1 ChanneL recei_ver circuit.

A number of basic features are incorporated in this chip.
Firstr ân even parity bit is appended to every data word. for
prirnary error checking. second, a chip reset is provided to
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allow guick init,ialization of all channels on the rc to a known
set-up state. Third, a channel enable register pennits the
selective reset and disabling of any input or output channel.
Fourth, selection of an appropriate channel by either reading
an input shift registerr or writing to an output shift
register, provides the means of responding t,o received data, or
initiating data transmission. Finally, the chip drives an
interrupt rine to provj-de a mi-croprocessor with interrupt
driven communications; as well, both input and output channels
are interrupt driven. The following sections shall detail the
various functional blocks shown in Figure 18.

The input leve1 generator receives DH and DL from off-chip,
and produces a bÍnary rogícaI data valuer âs appropriate, as
well as a synchronous clock edge signal. This ed.ge provides
all the needed clocking signals in the circuit. AddiÈi-onarly,
an asynchronous reset is produced to provide appropriate
internal conditions upon receivíng a framing state. This block
drives all the synchronous logi-c that directly receives d,ata in
the input state of the input channel. Final1y, a completion
signal (DTRANS) indicates when val-id logical data is present at
the inputs.

The shifter is a nine bit shift register and sinply serves
to convert Èhe binary serial data i-nt,o a paraller format. Note
that the design assumes that the most significant bit of data
arrives first" This circuit is a sirnple cascading of D type
flip-flop circuits implemented in static cMos"
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The counter is four bits wide and serves to indicate when

the input channel has provided nine consecutive input bits. At
this point it signals the state machine Èhat eight data bits
and one parity bit are ready in the input channel. This aLrows
the state machine to provi-de an interrupt to the system
(indicating the presence of data) and to delay its ACK signal
until the microprocessor has read the available data from the
shift register"

The parity register simply provides an even parity check on
the data. rncluded in this block is a tri-state driver to
allow the latching of the parity bit onto the common rc data
bus as part of a parity register.

The input request (rnREe) mod.ule is responsible for
convertj-ng the double rail REQ signal Ínto a form more
acceptable to a fundamental mode state machine. rt simplifies
the state design consÍderably by having the d,ouble rail act as
a single rail Ínternally. Since transitions on an internal
line are usually much faster than on exÈernal rines iÈ was
considered an acceptable compromise. The output, of this stage
is joined by a Muller c with the DTR.LNS signal from the input
stage. The effect of this is to force the state machine to
wait until all inputs are vaIid. This stage can be reset by a

chip reset or by the enable signal.
The input, acknowledge (rnAcr() rnodule produces the doubre

rail AcK output signal. This signal is produced by a

toggle-type flip-flop initialized by the chip reset. This
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signal is driven by a state output, of the controlling state
machine. Thus, the state machine arbitrates the protocol by
controLling the acknowledgements.

The state machine itself rnaintains the fundamentar- mode
restriction; that is, only one input may change at one tine.
careful design of the overall ínput channel and analysis of the
various signals allowed the use of this restriction. Further,
signals that could. potentially be simultaneous are provided for
in the stat,e design. Design and analysis of the state machine
has shown that this machine should. be abre to resist,
simultaneous input changes on alr appropriate inputs from the
various channel stages. Figure 19 details the state transition
graph of the input, state machine while Table rr details signal
functions. DesÍgn of the state transition tabre accounts for
varj-ation in ordering in INT and REe; further, appropriate
logic methodorogies void. criticar races and. hazards in the
implemented' circuiÈ. one detair to not,ice is that acknowledge
signals for both logical data and nul1 adds considerable
complexity to this machine. rf the nulI state could be
eliminated, considerabre circuit simprification would be
achieved for both the state rnachine and the input channer_ as a
whole.
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TABLE Ii: TNPUT CHANNEL SM SIGNAL FUNCTION

FUNDA}IENTAL iNPUTS

E Enable Bit 1 channel active
Rq ïnput Request I data pending
i interrupt Pending 1 signals wait on processor

FUNÐAMENTAL CONTROL OUTPUTS

A Acknowl edge Out
Rr Request Reset
Pr Pari ty Reset
Rc Counter Reset

The remaining circuitry is primarily glue logic. All

built-in test features and the overall micropnocessor interface

are not shown in this diagrårn. These aspects of the IC are

presented in subsequent sections in this chapter.

0->1 toggle acknowledge I ine
0->1 reset request input to SM
0-)l reset parity register
0-)1 reset control counter

3.3,2 Output Channel Design

The output senial channel is very similar to the input

channel in design and scope. The major difference is the fact

that this channel converts parallel data into a serial signal.

Further, the synchronous clocking is provided by the output

state machine in conjunction with ACK signais received from

prion transmissions. Another major feature is that some action

must initiate a transmission sequence. In this design it is

appropriate that a write to the output channel shift register
wi I I initiate data transnission. The fol lor¿ing paragraphs

describe the output channel block diagram pictured in Figrure
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20.

The output, Ievel generator (outdriver) receives a binary
data signal, a data output strobe, and. two control rines. The

control lines serve to force either a nulI/frame signal, or a

data signal, depend.ing upon the value of the DCLK (data strobe)
signal. The DCLK signar forces out data if its 1eve1 is a 1,
otherwise the outDriver circuit wilr force out a nuIl/frame
signar as appropriaÈe. Data input, is via oH or oL which alIow
the circuit to output either the parity bit t ot a data bit.
The data clock signal is controlled by the output channer state
machine 

"

The output shift register (s-REc) converts paraller data
from the data bus into serial data for output on the seri.al
channel. Dat,a is written int,o the shift register by driving a

negative edge on the input data-ratch líne. .å,r1 data is
shifted out with the rnost signíficant bit first.

The counter provides a count of the number of bits sent out
on the serial channer. rt serves to signar the outÐriver that
the parity signal must be sent on the serial channel; thus, it
allows arbitrat,ion between data output and parity output.
Additionally, the state machine receives a signal indicating
the status of the clock and the number of bit,s sent. The state
machine uses this informat,ion, along with a delay to allow the
circuít to settle, t,o provide arbitration and. to control the
internal clock generation. please note that actÍons forced by
the sM-generated clock must be allowed to settle before circuit
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activity can be al lowed to pnogress; the sEO input is provided

to assure this internal synchronization. In essence, it al lows

the design of a state machine using the fundamental mode

restriction. care was taken during state design to permit the

possibility of slmultaneous sr.¡itching events whene needed.

Fundamental stl mode is modified only to al low for asynchronous

events upon the Enable line since it was found to be a useful

design choice. The state machine state transition graph for

the implemented in Figrure 21. Table III provides a summary of

the SM signals.

TABLE IIi: OUTPUT CHANNET SM SIcNAt FUNCTI0N

FUNDAMENTAT INPUTS

E Enable Bit
A0 Acknowledge In
i interrupt Pending
s sequence signal 0 r+ait on internal synchronization

FUNDAI'IENTAL CONTROT OUTPUTS

R Request Out
A Acknowledge Reset
Pr Parity Reset
D Clock Data Out

Rc Reset Counter
Cl Clock Shift Reg

if Force Interrupt

act i ve
acknowledge pending output
wait on external servicing

The ACK circuit converts the double

rail circuit. This is joined with a

from the OutDriver circuit to simpl ify

0->1
0->1
0-> 1

1

nul I

0->1
0-> 1

shift
0->1

fonce reguest to toggle
reset acknowledge SM input
reset parity register
place data on DH DL, 0 place

reset counter
clock paral lel to serial

force a pendlng interrupt

nail ACK into a single

data completion signal

internal state machine
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design. The circuit is otherwise similar to the request
ci-rcuit in the input, channel. As welr, the REe ci-rcult is
virtually the same circuit as the ACK circuit in the input
channel.

The remaining logic is primarily random logic within the
circuit. overalr, the output channer was rnoderately more
difficurt to design than the receiver, and required a slightly
larger area on the fC,

3.3"3 Muller C Design

The vast rnajority of the circuits in the rc use cMos cerr-s
from the university of Manitoba vLSr ceII library. Thus, most
of the design uses D and T frip-flops, NAND', NoRs, and, xoRs.
The one major exception is the Murr-er ct or Join, erement.
This logic erement had to be produced. for this design,.
further, it is not a standard static cMos circuit. ït is
impl emented us ing ps eudo -NMos and i s ba sed upon an NMos vers i on
presented in Mead and conway t6l. The basic NMos circuit is
depicted in Figure 22. si-nce this circuit is a low r.evel
element and is critical to the reliable operation of the
design, extensive simulation ï/as essential. Therefore, r
utilized the sprcE circuit, sirnurator to gain an accuraÈe view
of its behavior under circuit loading of two to five gates.
sPrcE simulation indicated that the given circuít
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implementation should. produce an acceptable performance.

3.3.4 Microprocessor Interface

The Dr seriar rc provides a register-style interface to
external processors. Access to internal registers, test
points, and several other resources is via an eight bit data
path. To read or wri-te to this chip an external processor must
assert the read/wríte line (R/w), two address lines, ^A1 âDd Agr
and an enabte Iine. such a configuration provides the user
wíth a total of eight reg'isters, four used for input, and four
used for output. Table rv summarizes the ad,dressing for each
register and its general purpose.

TABLE Iv: TNTERNAL REGTSTER CoNFTGURATÏoN

A1 Ã,9 Rhi

001
011
101
111
000
010
r-00
110
The register set provided will be briefly described in the

following text, while tr'igure 23 provides a comprete
description of individual register configurations. First, the
two input channels, referred. to as ico and icI, are the eight
bit serial d.evi-ces on chip. They reside at the base of
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Channel 1 input register
Channel Z input registerInternal.test point for shift registers
Read parity register
Channel- 1 output register
Channel_ 2 output register
Not currently used
Enable register



B7 B6 B5 B4 B3

ocl

B2 B1

icl

D7

ocl

ocØ

BØ

Dó

in4
I \.J-

icØ

013

D5

so1

ocØ

PÊRITV

ot2

D4

S¡I

icØ

ocØ/ ocl
icØ/ icI
soØ/ so1
siØlsi1
DØ-D7

o11

D3

soØ

ENÊBLE

oØ3

D2

siØ

output channel
i nput channei
output sh i ft
i nput sh i ft
data byte

oØ2

D1

SHTFT TEST

oØ1,

DØ

F i gure 23:

i12

DRTÊ IN/OUT

i1,1

013-01 1
oØ3-oØL
i12-iLL
tØ2- iØL

SM

iØ2

STÊTE TEST

iØL

output SM L

output SM Ø

i nput SM 1

i nput SM Ø

state mach i ne

Reg r st,er 0rCer I ng



the address range for read operations and, are fuIl eight bit
paraller data registers. The two output channels, ocO and oc1,
are the eight bit paralrel data outputs. These registers are
at the base of the register set for write operations. All the
above registers provide the d.evice with the basic conversion
from paraller to serial and. vice-versa. The shift, test
register provides access to i-nternal parts of the shift
circuits and is intended solery for rc testing. The enable
register allows us to individually enable or disable individ.ual
channels in either direction by loading a one or zero bit,
respectivelyi thusr wê can disable the outgoing channel 1

while still being able to receive data on that channel. The
parity register provides parity for both inpuÈ and ouÈput. ït
provides both input, and output parity bits in order to enhance
Èhe ease of testing for the output channer. The other
registers Listed. in Figure 23 are used for testing purposes and
are further discussed in the test section of this document.

3.3.5 Design Ärea and Layout

The asynchronous Dr protocol rc irnplernents two fully
bidirecÈionar serial channels on one chip 7b1B by 7518 rnicrom
chip" the pad selected is a forty pin pad providing sufficient
lines for the channels. Each channer, either sender or
receiver, reguires four pins to support the protocol and data
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conventions. Thus, each and every ful ly bidinectional channel

actually requires eight pins. The remaining ic pins are used

for interrupts, paral lel data, powetr, ground, âfld other

microprocessor support functions. see Table v for a summary of

the total pin count and usage. unfortunately, even forty pins

is quite I imiting in this appl ication since the two channels

did not utilize the full chip anea. In fact, only about 60% of

the total chip area is uti I ized in the current design.

Therefore, it would be desirable to sacrifice pad area for

additional LzO pads by using a sixty pin package in future

designs. Pad dictated arbitrated the choice of design layout

and pl acement.

TABLE V: PTN

Total Pins

1

L

1

L

I

B

2
1

T

T

USAGE

Pin Name

SSI
SSO

SCLK
LD,/SH
MUXCON

Dr-Do
Ar -Ao
Iic0
Iicl
I ocO
iocl
RW

E

RST
ic0
ic1
oc0
oc1
vcc
GND

Usage

4
4
4
4
1

1

Shift in state condition
Shift out state information
Shift clock for test
Load or shift state
Control of
(normal ly 0)
Paral lel data
Address I ines
Interrupt ic0
Internupt ic1
Interrupt ocO
Interrupt oc1
Read,/Wn i te
Chip enable

state mux

f/o

Chip reset (active lor¿)
iOREG, iOACK, iODH, iODL
As per icO
oOREG, oOACK, oOÐH, o0DL
As pen ocO
Power
Ground
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The irnplementation of the two bidirectional channels, the
mlcroprocessor interface 10gic, and^ the test circuitry in the
ADrc rc utitizes approxirnatery 60å of the total chip area
available" rn provid.ing this area estimate it is only
reasonable to mention that each channel is far from being
packed as densely as possible. During the cell placement
process r was acutely aware of the fact that pin availability
limited this initiar design, Many celIs route input and output
in configurations that did not provide efficient routing;
hence, significant rc area is consumed. by routing channels.

Major improvements can be made to the layout. cel1
redesign to optimize inter-cerl routing coutd. greatly compress
the individual channers in the current rc design. r estimate
that tailoring celrs more closely to final placement objectives
could easily resurt in savings of ten to twenty percent over
the current size of ind,ividual channers on this chip.
Additionally, sacrificing some of the convenj-ence of full cyos
for pseudo-NMos could substantÍally reduce the size of many of
the larger cells. rf further reduction of area is needed, some

attention could be given to providing a dynarnic implementation
of some of the blocks " pri-me candid.ates for pseud.o-NMos r or
dynamic Iogic, wourd, be the shift regisÈers, the microprocessor
interface components, and any other logic v¡here cMos design is
nonessential and the additional effort would yield significant
compression in the circuit. Another major source of wasted
area are the state machines themselves. Time constraints
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forced me to implement the state machines in fundamental mod.e

logic using NANDs, NoRs, and. Nors. rrnplementation of the st,ate
machines using pLAs would substantially reduce the sM size
which wouLd, in turn, be a significant saving since these
devices alone are about, ten percent of the totar channel area.
overall, r berieve r could readily shrink ind.ividual channel
area by twenty t,o thirty percent, which cour-d result in a

decrease in current rc area used to fifty percent or less. A

single channer should drop from using about fifteen percent of
chip area to about ten to tv¡elve percent,. Given the overal_l
lack of packing of the individual cerls such a red.uction d.oes

not seem overly opt,irnistic. Therefore, a more usabre ïc with
four bidirectional channels should be possible using the sixty_
eight pín package currently available from NorÈhern Telecom.
Table Vr summari-zes the chip layout statistics.

TABLE VT: DIE .å,REA USAGE

CURRENT DIE USAGE (60å of TOT.A,L Ic AREA)

158
202
15å
108
402

REDUCTTONS OF 3O-40å COULD BE ACHTEVED BY:

9g_11_redeign to improve routing
PIÀ State Machine implementatión
Pseudo-NMOS/Dynarnic logic blocks
ïmproved placement

State Machines
Shift Registers
fnterface Logic
Glue Logic
Interblock Routing

Of the channels themselves, it is important to
only about twenty-fi-ve percent of the total_ area i_s
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devoted to the DT prot,ocols. This incrud.es all the revel
generators, REe/AcK circuitry, and. the fuIl state machine. rn
reality, the contror of the Dr protocol is fairly simple for
the state machine, and it is the synchronous interface rogic
that greatly complicates the currenÈ design. perhaps protocol
sinprification and greater adherence to Dr properties in the
state machine itserf courd greatly simplify this part of the
logic design. overalI, the overhead added seems reasonable
given the advantages a Dr protocol can provid.e in sinplicity
and consj-stency of interconnection between serial channels.
Please note that protocol overhead, should be significantly less
in designs that incorporate more Dr features in their internal
design rather than using a Dr system sirnply added, to an

existing synchronous system. The ADrc rc design is
isochronically crocked and. uses highly synchronous design
methodologies, while the state machine provid.es integration
between modurar Dr asynchronism and the synchronous elements
within a consistent framework. chapter four will discuss
alternatives to this design at some length.

3 " 4 Des j_gn for Testabílity

It v/as desired that there be some

provided within the IC implementing
protocol. During the design process
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self-test and external test were considered. Analysis showed

that a high percentage of the signals are, or can be relat,ively
easily made to be observable by using fairry simple methods.
This is simply a consequence of the great independence of the
various channels; testing is much like testing four simpre
chips rather than one large, highly ínterconnected. chip.
Therefore, it was decided to implement a combination of scan-
type and adhoc methodologies for testing. The prirnary goal of
testíng was to initially deterrnine defective chips rather than
Èo isolate specific defects. The following sections wilr
discuss measures taken to facilitate the testing procedure.

The primary goal of my efforts in testing was to make as
many of the critical internal lines available to the tester as
possible. one of the basic methods used was to make primary
internal lines avaílabIe to the tester. Therefore, the parity
register includes the output parity bits to aid in testing the
parity data path. second, all shift register inputs and
outputs are provided via a gated register for t,esting.
Further, two other sirnple structures v¡ere added to facilítate
testing, as described below.

First, it was considered convenient that sÈat,e machine
current state, and machine i-nputs, be directly observable.
Thus, each set may be gated onto the dat,a bus by driving the
MUxcoN input high (MUxcoN has the duar purposes of controlling
the sM multiplexor and the gating of state information onto the
eiqht-bit data bus) " upon asserting this input line, the
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address lines "4,1 and Ag r^¡ilr ad.d,ress the data according to
lab1e vr. This method was deemed acceptabre since it alrowed
the observatj-on of a great number of the internal control lines
for each device. Thus, testíng could easÍIy proceed by testing
each channer individually by giving s a simple check on the
resurts produced by the primary state machine inpuÈ circuits.

TABLE VIT:

A1 A9 ST

001
011
101
111
xx0

STATE TEST ADDRESSES

CHANNEL STÂ,TE MACHINE ACCESSED

ïnput channel 0 (icO)
ïnput channel 1 (ic1)
Output channel 0 (ocO)
Output channel 1 (ocI)
Normal_ operation

rn a fundamental node circuit the primary inputs and the
state combine to produce the state machine output values. A

sirnple scan-path type of test circuit is provid,ed. for further
state conÈroI and testing as ilIustrat,ed. in Figure 24. A

register and multiplexor arrangement arlows us to either read.

the state machine state by using an appropriate combination of
contror values (drive MUxcoN to 1, clock LD/SH by forcing in a

r, and then set LDlsH to o) or by sinply clocking the state
test clock. This will effectively shift the current state
machine st,ates out of the sso rine for observation by the
tester. As wellr !rê can shi-ft values into the state machine
register by placing data on the ssr line and. driving the shift
clock correctly. rn this manner we can 1itera1ly force any
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state machine output conditÍon we desire by shifting into the
state register and driving MUXCON low. Therefore, the user has
Èhe ability to observe the state outputs and can contror the
state outputs to test other parts of the machine. Figure 23

indicates the regíster format imprernented on the current rc.
Extensive attention v¡as paid to the state machine because

almost all internal control lines, and most other vitar lines
terminate at the stat,e machine. rt was felt that, greater
observability and test,ing control courd. be gained most easily
by adding more control at this level of the design.

3.5 Functional Simulation Results

3. 5. 1 Sirnulation procedure

Prior to fabricating a chip of any complexity it is
necessary to extensively sirnulate the performance of such an
rc. The goal of simulati-on is to verify both the functional
behavior and the overall dynarnic performance. Extensive
simulation provid.es greater confidence in the results of the
design process prior to committing the design to semj-conduct,or.

The si-mulators hrere used in verifying the DÏAC rc were the
sPrcE circuit sÍmulator, the csrM switch sirnulator, and the
APLSTM simulator implemented at the university of Manitoba by
Roland schneider. sPrcE is an extremely accurat,e sirnulagor for
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analog simulation. rt was used to sirnulate low level circuits
wherever tirning or analog effects could be criticar. sprcE
could not be utilized to simulate the entire circuit because it
imposes excessive demands upon computational resources. Thus,
for larger blocks of 1ogic, and. for the overall functional and
performance simulation, ÀpLSrM and. csrM was extensively used..
csrM is a switch-level simulator which was used to provide a

simple verification of logical connectÍon and operation of
logic blocks. APLSTM is quite retiable for overall simulation
providing that the 1ogíc conforms to reasonable standards in
logic levels and behavior. Therefore, sprcE was chosen to test
analog effects at a low level, and. APLSTM rras chosen for
overall sinuration from the highest leve1 to the lowest level
in the design.

rc simulation started from smalI functionar elenents in the
circuit hierarchy and moved to higher levels as blocks virere

linked together to form the total circuit. Àn incremental
approach in design and simuration provided reasonable assurance
that low levels of the circuit would perform as expected. in the
final design. ultinately, si-mulation was needed at the rc
leve1 to verify overall operation. since the ïc can be divided
into four highly independent channel elements, rnicroprocessor
j-nterface logic, and, test logic, the sirnulation never reached
unmanag'eable circuit sizes " High level testing i_nvolved
simulation of the microprocessor interface, and individual
sinulation of tlr.e T./o channels. The channels r,\rere individually
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tesfed for functional and performance behavíor. Final tests
involved linking separate output and. input channels together
for a full test of functionality and performance.

The high leveI of testing provÍdes a reasonable assurance
of the correct behavior of the rc. Addit,ionally, APLSTM

allowed us to determine if tining and logicar problems r¡/ere

likely to exist within the circuit. rn fact, APLSTM alrowed
the early deterrnination of serious timing errors in the input
channer state machine thus strongly justifying its use.

3 "5 "2 Sirnulation performance

Each channel was driven separately by external si_gnals to
initially determine the overall internal delay within the
channel circuitry. once the first simulation runs were
completed, it was possible to fine-tune the simulation
parameters to determine the overalr channel perfonnance. The

test results shown here are for a system that assumes very
smalI line delays and a relatively low channel load.
Therefore, predictions of performance in a rear system wir_l
have to factor-in overall line delay. As welr, remember that
all estimates include t,he fact that the data line is a four
cycle REQ/ACK protocol as a result of sendíng both data and a
data nulI.

separate sirnulatÍon of the input and output channels
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provides the result listed in Table vrr. Minor variati_ons due

to the layout are expected in the resurt,s. The delay rates
shown in the table are peak performance Figures and assume

instant response to outputs generated by the channel und,er

test,. obviously this i-s not the case and channer to channel
communication will involve circuit delay at both ends. As

weIl, the data rates are burst rates and do not account for
interrupt latency involved. in servicing the DrAc rc. overarl,
the performance indicated by the simulati-on is prornising.

TABLE VTIT: CHANNEL

fnput Channel 0
Input Channel 1
Output Channel O

Output Channel 1

?ühen the simulat,ion r¡ras run with an output and. an input
channer connected together, a fair measure of overarl
performance is presumed was obtained.. Functional behavior was

as expected" The overall response varied from channeL to
channel but the best rate $¡as approxirnately 300 ns per bit in
burst mode. once again it is necessary to remind the reader
that the line delay for this test was negligeable.

Fina11y, r would like to note that performance wilr be
affected by two factors. First, line delay and additional
charge times under heavy loads will increase the time per bit.
The burst bit rate can be estirnat,ed by using the sirnpre
relation of
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tB=300+2xDxPxtp (ns)

where tg is the burst tirne per bit, tD ís the line delay per
edge, and p is the nurnber of rails for the AcK/REe (in our case
two), and D is the number line data transitions per data bit
(in our case two for data/nulI). second, overall bit rates are
highly dependent upon interrupt latency in the target system.
Note that the greater Èhe rine delay the lower the sustained
bit rate wilr be. A measure of the overall t,irne per bit
transmit,ted can be found with the eguation of the form

tBS = (te x 8 + trNT) / B (nS)

where tgg is the sustained bit tine, and, tr¡¡r is the Ínterrupt
latency time. As can be seen, interrupt servicíng rate can
significantly red.uce the transmission rate.

3.6 Test Results

3. 6. I Functional Testing

The first test of the DrAc rc was a functional test. This
test was carried out on a test, rig using prototype
perf-board whích has basic switches and LEDs. Ar1 outputs to
the LEDs were buffered by drivers to avoid excessive loading of
the rc outputs. The functional test consisted of exercising
individual receivers, or transmitters, wíth appropriate driving
signals and observing prirnary outputs. This type of testing is
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acceptabl-e for a number of reasons: (1) All Ínternal Iogíc is
static cMos and can therefore operate at any arbitrarily low
frequency. (z) Functionar blocks on the rc are relatively
smal1 and are easily isorated. for testing. (3) Basic
functional tests can fairly easily verify correct operation.
(4) on-chip testing paths irnproved the testability of the
channels and greaÈly simplified. the overalr functional test.
of course, such a sirnple test,ing method cannot easily locate
the cause of a faurt but it can verify overalr logical
operation in this particular rc. This is not true, in general,
for all rcs nor is it implied that this T¡ras an exhaustive test.

rnitially, alr of the rcs failed the functional test.
observation of the primary outputs of the rcs gave an

indication of why Èhe devices were perforrning so poorly--the
logic levels were inadeguat,e. Although some ICs hrere producing
relatively high and low voltage valuesr êrs appropriate, noise
margins and levels were totally inad,eguate. Replacement of the
buffers by proper 1ow por¡üer CMOS parts allowed testing to
proceed for some devices. with no loading, or low loading with
one 10w power cMos 10ad, proper voltage levels were finally
obtained with some devi-ces. under such conditions, three of rny

five devices utterly failed. the functional test. of these
devices, one had a non-functional input, channel 1 and 2,
another appeared totally non-functional, and. the last had three
of four channels totally non-functional. of the remaining two,
one barely maintained adeguate levers on channel rt and the
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second was acceptable only for low load conditions.
why did Èhe devices originally fair? Examinatíon of the

simulation results indicated that the simulation was carried
out with excessively low loads. True TTL loading $¡as not
properly applied t,o the outputs of the devices; the result is
that the rc output driver stages are not adeguate for greater
than a low cMos fanout. Although this is not entirely
disasÈerous (one d.evice did. work), it does reguire the rc to
have buffers placed between all outputs and. their correspond.ing
loads" As wetI, it would tend. to lirnit, yields. This certainly
underlines the essential need. to subject a device t,o realistic
condÍtions at the rc boundaries during símulation.

3.6"2 Dynamic Testing

Dynamic performance testing was carried. out on a Motorora
Mc68Hc11 prototype module. This moduLe has a microcontrorler,
a RoM, and interface circuitry on a smalI board. As we11, a
cable connector allows the interfacing of external boards to
the prototype module bus directly. To test the devíce, wire
was direct,ly wrapped to cable connector pins so that the board
could directly interface to the DrAc rc on a perfboard. A
number of LEDs forrned a sirnple diagnostic dispray on the
perfboard. rn order to measure Èhe performance, one input and
one output, channel were simply tíed together on a single rc.
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Thus, r tested the interconnection performance for a smaIl
local wire length. see Figure 25 for an illustra.ion of Èhe
test system. A simpre interrupt, service program was written to
provide servicing of the input and output channels used.
Diagnostic inforrnation about program and system operation h/ere
displayed on a sj-rnple four-segment intelligent display.

Performance measurement was accomplished in a very d.irect
fashion. An .A,rion 1oo M¡Iz logic state analyzer was connected.
Èo REQ' AcK, DH' DL, RW, and rNT which has an effecÈive capture
rate of 50 MHz for six inputs. By triggering on the interrupt,
line, a fulI data cycle could be observed for the rC. The main
reason for using the 10gic state analyzer, however, was so that
the peak performance could be directly measured.

Direct measurement provided a bit rate of approximately
1150 ns per bit (B7o Kbps). This was a disappointing result
but it was not surprisi-ng given Èhe poor driving
characteristics discovered in the functíonar testing of the
rcs. Direct observation of the rine with an oscÍlloscope was
carried out by externally triggering the scope from the
interrupt line. This provided a stable enough image to crearly
see that excessive charge/discharge times appeared to be the
problem. The rc spent most of its time charging or discharglng
the external loads, while internar operations appeared to
require reratively 1itt1e time. This is the expected
interpretation since the tine spent at a stable level in¡as guite
short which is in keeping with the simulation predictions of
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150 ns for a fulr cycle. rt is somewhat pleasing that the ïc
fuirctioned at alr given the severe drive problems it
experienced 

"

Final1y, a delay line was produced using D flip-flops and a
one shot rc. The REe rine was d.elayed by 5ooo ns to see if the
device still operat,ed. rt did continue t,o function correctly
with the expected loooo ns additional delay per bit (remember,

two edges occur on REe in each cycle) for a total transfer t,ine
of 11190 ns" Note that the discrepancy between these
measurements and those of the 10gic state analyzer is due to
the fact that, the delay is not exactly 5OOO nS.

3 "7 Evaluation

unfortunatery, the current rc proves to be inadeguate due
to its weak output driver circuits. Thereforer any atternpt to
use this rc in practical circuit,s wourd. require new output
drivers to be added to the fC.

Nonetheress, the rc does operate in a delay insensitive
manner. rn fact, it is probably the delay insensitivity of the
internal logic that aLlowed it to operate with such inadeguate
output drivers. Thus, it d.oes d.emonsÈrate that Dr technigues
have some rnerit. The error in sirnulaÈion does not rearly alter
the fact that the Dr rc adjusted to its environrnent
automatically when large line delay was inserted. at the chip
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boundary.

Further study could include red,esign of this rc. A ner{¡ rc
should incorporate proper drivers, a two cycle REe/AcK and data
protocol, and internal mixed. mode or fully Dr circuitry. As
welI, attention could. be paid to reducing channel area so that
a more practical number of channels could be placed in the 64

pin Northern Telecom package.
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CHAPTER 4: MA,cRocELL DESIGN

4.1 Why Another Design Method?

r believe that it wourd be desi-rable to utirize another
design method for the implementat,ion of Dr systems for a number
of reasons " The current design rÄ/as an ad_hoc solution of a

specific Dr protocol. unfortunately, this type of desígn is
guite difficult, being expensive both in Èine and effort.
Further, the specific protocol implemented in the ADïc rc is
noÈ as efficient as it could be; therefore, it is desirable to
utilize a more efficient protocol specification. This is
particularly irnportant, if Df rnethodologies are to be used at a

lower lever wíthin 1ogíc circuitry than r¡/as carried out in this
specific design.

Therefore, a more consistent, regular method of d.esign is
desirable for irnplementing Dr systems and Dr protocors between
rnajor functional blocks of Iogic. A more suitable design
methodology should provide shorter design cycles and may werl
be more amenable to d.esign automation. rn particular, iÈ
should be remernbered that using Dr modules at a low leve1
greatly sirnplifies interconnections since time critical paths
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between blocks are of 1ítt1e concern.

4.2 A Logic Design Methodology

c. E. Molnar and others t3l present a general method. for
the inplementation of Dr specífications. rn that paper, both a
generalized forrnal circuit specification and a method. for
circuit implementation are presented. The rnethod consists of
three distinct steps: (1) For a given circuitr ân interface
state graph (rsc) must be produced. (2) An enhanced rsG
(ErsG) is then derived from the primary circuit specification
rsc. (3) st,ate equations are derived from the Ersc " (4)
These eguations are then irnplemented. in a Dr macrocell. Thus,
if a complete specification for a circui_t can be prod.uced., the
tools are avairabre to produce state eguations to implement the
functional behavior.

The core of this process is the derivat,ion of an rnterface
state Graph to irnplement the procedure desired. The rsG is
related to Petri Nets l5l. Like a petri Net, an rsG reguires a

monotonic transition on a line which is signified by a graph
variable. variable transition is referred to as firing the
variable. This variabLe activity is represent,ed by arcs in the
graph. For an rsG to make a change of state, a variable rnust
carry ouÈ a firing event. A circuit implernenting the rsG must,
therefore, provid.e for monotoni-c transi_t,ions of each variable
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represented in the rsG. Figure 26 is the proper rsG of the
Mu1ler c element mentioned previousry as specified by Molnar
and others t3l t4l t7l. rn an rsc, a state nod^e (represented by
a circle) with two or more outgoing arrows represents a choice
between one of two or more behaviorar options. A state nod.e

with two or more incorning arror¡/s represents a state reachable
by nany behavioral paths. rf a state nod,e has one input and
one output, a clear sequence of events is explicitly indicated_
-first the input must fire and then one specific output must
fire. This is the situation if we have a full ordering of the
inpuÈ signars. rt is the goal of the rsG to specify all valid
partial and full orderings of inputs and. outputs in the Dï
circuit. Any nurnber of inputs or outputs may be specified, but
a circuit must output its data prior to accepting new inputs.
Thus, â c element rsG indicates that A or B may fire in any
order, but both must fire before the output,, c, undertaking an
output transition, Thus, A and B are partially ordered signals
since they may be arbitrarily reordered príor to a valid change
in the output. rt is useful to note that an rsG may assume an
initial state that is achieved either asynchronously or via
state inputs in practical circuits.

An ErsG is produced by giving each state node a binary code
such that all inputs and outputs are represented by a unigue
binary symbol, and, a start state in the rsG is assigned the
state value oooo. . . oo. The designer traces through the network
by inverting the current variable state each time a related
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trace arc is encountered in the rsc. The designer must
continue to traverse the original network, extendi_ng it as
needed, until he traverses all of the traces and. produces a
result identicar to the starÈing state bit pattern. ït is
normal procedure t,o begin with a bit patÈern of alr zeros, but
this is not essentiar--it is merely a convenient consistency.
Figure 27 illustrates the ErsG of the Murrer c elernentrs rsG
portrayed in Fi-gure 26. Notice that the function is
essentially duplicated in this case; in many other situations,
the designer nay find redundancy in the EISG paths.

Now it i-s possibre to produce a state irnplementat,ion of
this function. simply produce a boolean functíon for the state
node values using a Karnaugh map (or use any other Boolean
simplificatíon method). rn this specific caser rrê have an
eíght-valued, three-variable Karnaugh map. wherever the
function produces a r1r output (the c element in the preceding
Figure 27), a 1 is placed. in the Karnaugh rnap. From the rnap

illustrated' ín Figure zg (A) a logic funct,ion producing the
desired result is readily irnpremented as shown in Figure zB
(B) .

clearly this is a bit sirnplistic as an approach for Dr
systems in general. rt is well known that a designer could
produce hazards, races, and so on, within the circuits in the
process of converting directly t,o 10gic in this way" ït is
necessary to provide circuitry to prevent metastable behavior
and common circuit cornponent variation from causing severe
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operational difficulties. The next section d.escribes a

hardware methodology that sati-sfies the Dr reguirements at the
circuit level.

4.3 A Hardware rrnplementation of Dr state Equations

A najor design consideration in state machines, and many

state-dependent implernentations of Dr systems, is that a number

of basic circuit problems may occur. First, function hazards
rnay be produced by delays in the feedback logic of the state
machine irnplementatíons. secondr rsimultaneous¡ changes in
stat'e inpuÈs can lead to logical and functional critical races.
unfortunately, this usually leads designers to specify
fundamental mode restricti-ons or to use other approaches that
limit circuit behavior. Removal of the fund.amental mode

restrict,ion greatly complicates the d.esign of most state
machines unless a clocking methodology is employed. such
approaches are generally unacceptable in Dr design since
part'iaI reordering of inputs and other characterisÈics must be
easily accommodated. Further, state tabre solutions t,o
hazards' races and sj-milar problems are excessively diffÍcult
to irnplement in realistic circuits. Rosenberger et, ar_. t I l
have suggested an alternative that will sat,isfy the Dr
req'uirements and provide reasonable design freed.om for the
state approach outlined in preceding sections.
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A fundamental method for controlling state machines, is to
place registers at arl state inputs and. outputs, and rery upon
clocking to latch input variabres and output results. The use
of registers provid.es a more reliable, more easily implemented
state machine for the d.esigner. The only time-sensitive
aspects of the design are the requirements that, an appropriate
delay occur between the crocking of input events and the
production of valid outputs, and. that the regi-stered inputs
have an acceptabre setup time prior to the clocking events
themselves" unfortunately, changing a signal aÈ the moment of
clocking can produce undesirable rnetastable or unstable
behavior in such a circuit tgl. Rosenberger has proposed a
self-clocked staÈe design calIed the e-Module thaÈ can provide
a Dr implementation nethod that provj-des a robusÈ environment
suitable for the d.emands of metastability tolerant,,
non-fundamental mode state machines for Dr systems. The goal
of the Q-module is to simplify the Èask of the Dr module
designer to merely specífying the rsc, Ersc, and equations,
while freeing hin frorn the difficulty of making standard state
machines robust enough to behave reriably in a Dr environrnent.

A Q-Module (see Figure zg) consists of e-Flops, a state
machine, a Muller C element, and a clock generator. A e_F1op
is a special flip-flop organized to form an input, and. output
register. A state rnachine in a e-Module accepts all inputs and
outputs, and places output and state inforrnation into storage
Q-F1ops. A Rendezvous circuit (a multiple Muller c) and a
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clock generaÈor provide the clocking for the e-F1ops. The

critical features of a e-Module are the unigue behavior of g_

Flops and the circuit e-F1op clocks.
The e-Flop itself has a number of interesting features.

The most important is the fact that metastable behavior of the
input, such as an input changing at the inst,ant of clocking,
only delays an output signar. Hazards or oÈher circuit
instabilities cannot occur as has been verified by Rosenberger
et. al. t8l " second.ly, the Q-F10p provid.es a completion
signal, that is, it d.rives an acknowledge line when the output
of the Q-Flop has been successfully updated.. This acknowredge
signal is a doubre rair signal and is consístent with Dr signal
specifications" The e-F1op is implemented as two parts, ê e_
Flop resorver and an output generator, as depicted in Figure
30. Rosenberger provides a number of circuits that produce the
Resolver/output pair by using thÍrty-seven transistors in NMos

or Pseudo-NMos. rt is the non-metasÈable nature of the e-Flop
t'haÈ guarant,ees the proper activity of the Dr state eguation by
assuring the presentation of varÍd inputs to the machine, while
the Q-Flop acknowledge signal provides valid. machine clocking.

The Q-Flop clocking method is also guite unigue. whenever
the Q-Flop clock makes a 1ow transition, the e_F1op resolver
samples the input signal. The resolver will not, signal that
data is valid until the input reaches a valid stabr_e state; it
provi-des such signaling by using a pseudo-tri-state line
internally" when the clock for the e-F1op carries out, a high
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transition, the e-Flop output stage will place the resolver
varue on the e-Frop output lines. Thus, input t,o output in the
Q-FIop reguires one fu1l clock cycle where one rnajor assumption
is made; the e-Flop signals the validity of output data,
therefore the crock must wait for the e-Flop acknowled.ge before
clocking contj_nues.

$Iithin a e-Mod.ule, a specifi-c clock signal is continuously
generated. This e-clock has the edge organization pictured in
Figure 31. rt consists of a store input edge, cs, folrowed by
an edge that will store the state machine outputs, co. The
signals that drive this clock are the indívidual acknowledges,
Ak, from the e-Flops themselves. The clock issues a store
event, csr so that new inputs may be stored into the e-Flop
resorvers. At this time, the o1d outputs will stiII be in
effect; thus, onry inputs can vary at the cs edge. This wilr
clock data into the e-Fl-op resolver circuits, but alr outputs
will still be stabre. After a delay dependent upon the
assertíon of all e-Flop Ak=, the clock will produce a clock
output edge, co, and store alI of the valid outputs. At this
poinÈ, the outputs wilr be placed on ci-rcuit output rines and
into the environment. rn practicar terms, a stat,e output is
functionally delayed by one internal clock cycle since an input
takes one clock edge t,o get to the state machine, and, then one
clock edge to reach the output e-Flops. rn this design the
circuit must satisfy only one critical delay; there must be
sufficient a logic delay between AO and CS
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to quarantee that the input e-Flop resurts have been processed.
by the state machine prior to crocking resurts into the output
Q-Flops. other than this one critical delay, no other d.erays
must be produced to ensure proper circuit operation. Finally,
ít may be convenient to ensure that the e-Module starts at a
known state" such a condition may be easily achieved with
mininal circuit overhead; simply logical AND the e-Flop inputs
with a g1oba1 reset line to ensure preloading the e_Flop with a
reset state" Note that this method corresponds very well with
the assumption that the ErsG base state has state variabr-es all
equal to zero. Refer to Figure 32 for an illustration of a
single e-Flop reset circuit.

The next section will discuss a specific implementaÈion
method for a Dr protocol. rn particular, an extension will be
offered for integrating sequential blocks into the current
protocol methodologies.

4 ' 3 ' 1 Construction of an ErsG protocol Receiver

rn this section we shall describe the design of a circuÍt
that accepts a standard Dr protocol and provides appropriate
REQ/ACK signalling. The d.esign nrethodology outrined in the
previous secÈion shall be used to prod.uce.

observation of the protocol in Figure 33 shows that a fulr
double rail protocor cycle consists of either DL and REe
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followed by AcK, or DH and REe foli-owed by ÀcK. As indicated,
the data rine and request are only partialry ordered in this
protocol, as wouLd be expected. in any robusÈ Dr system. This
is a fairly simple cycle behavior and an interface state graph
can be readiry be derived that satisfies the reguirements of a

fulL Ðr interface. The graph in Figure 34 fulIy specifies this
system. rf we consult the protocol waveforms, it can be seen
that both the waveforms and the Dr reordering are satisfied by
the graph pictured."

Extension of the graph by the nethod given in section 4.2
results in the Ersc depicted in Figure 3s. This graph included.
extensive sinplifications where duplicate paths resulted. from
the initiar rsc graph exÈension. Note that d,uplication is
amenable to sínplification and the pictured graph ís so
simprified. This protocol Ersc represents the fulr state
representation for producing a Dr protocol receiver having the
above behavior. rt is interesting to note that simprificat,ion
after rsG extension reduced. the number of nodes originally
produced by about six, which leads one to wonder whether
redundancy is a conmon situation with more elaborate rsG
representations" rn any case, the acknowledge signal is the
output of this ErsG and. it may be easily encoded by the
Karnaugh map technigue mentioned earlier" The Karnaugh map of
the ErsG is portrayed in Figure 36 and it has been verified for
proper operation by usi-ng the pALASM logic eguation sirnulati_on
tool produced. by Monolithic Memories corp. The eguation in
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figure 36 d'oes implernent the functional specÍfication detailed.
by the rsG in Figure 34. Therefore, the formar rnethod prod.uced

by Rosenberger, Mornar, and others i2l i3l provided a simple and
elegant solution for implementing thís Dr protocol.
rmplementation by e-Modules would be straightforward..

For a given task, it is fairly sirnple to extend the
functionality for this Dr Module. A designer could insert the
ïsG of a data manipulation function into the protocol rsG just
prior to the firing of the ACK signar. This would provide an
operation prior Èo acknowledging the modulers readiness for
more data" The design wouLd be cornpleÈed by re-expressing the
EïsG and rederiving the logic equations for this circuit. rt
is probable that a complete e-Flop module in which Èhe function
is inserted into the rsG at the outset srould be more efficíent
than nultiple modures" This is because much of the circuit
overhead, such as c10ck generators, would not need to be
repeated.

Alternately, this Dr Mod.ule could be used as the interface
to more extensive Dr logic that performs computational or other
tasks. For exampre, in a design rike the asynchronous
communication rc, we could cascade Èhe Dr input protocol into
Dr implernentations of shift registers and logic interface
control blocks. As weI1, there is really no reguirement that
future stages follow the protocol which this device irnplements;
it is simply a functionar block utilizing an enhanced protocol
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Fover the one used for the ADTC rc produced. in this project.
All that is reguired is that each stage use the basic rules
established in earlier sections of this d.ocument for paraLrel
and serial operation of DI stages.

Principally, this Dr receiver is intended. for interfacing
of synchronous isochronic logic within a Dr environment. The

reasoning is quite simple--crocked design in a lirnited
isochronic zone ís well understood. and quite efficient. As

weII, cel1 libraries would initially be lacking DT components;
hence, creating ce1l libraries would slow initiar designs. Àn

approach of gradual cell library creation would probably be
preferable in most facilitÍes. As weII, the design of reliable
synchronous systems over short rc distances is guite possible.
rt is the design of synchronization networks for long rc rine
distances that Ís increasingly difficult and. prone to failure.
clock delays over rong traces, clock distribution problems, and
other details of signal skew are essentially solved by Dr
realizations" Therefore, the Dr protocol specified above couLd
be used for major long dístance/time signal transmission while
loca1 design could still be isochronj-c.

urtinately, the goal ís to eriminate the crock altogether.
However, it Ís likeIy that cl0cking will be used. in the
najority of logic for some time yet" Therefore, a mixture of
Dr and synchronous logic may have great merit for cost and ease
of design" The type of design that mixes synchronous and Dr
logic shal1 be referred to as mixed mod.e design.
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4"3"2 Mixed Mode Desígn

r will carr the combÍnation of ful1y Dr elements and
sequentiar logic in a Dr mod.ule a ,mixed moder¡ implementation
nethodology. The essentíal idea, as shown in Figure 37, is to
use a Dr receiver circuit to provide clocking to local
seguential logic; thus, a Dr protocol would. be used. between
logical blocks whire the designer has the option of
imprementing the needed functions using seguential 1ogic" The
clocking pulse t ot Dr AcK, is produced onlv after all
appropriate inputs and REe signals have been received.
Paralle1 data can be handred by a sinple paral1e1
concatenation of serial stages using Muller c elements, or by
proper redesígn of the seríal protocol for paralIel data. ïf
para1lel data is desired,, we need only have one set of DH/DL
lines for each logical data 1ine, as well as one REe 1ine. The
logical extension of the rsc is relatively straightforward and
merely involves more paralIel paths. For example, an ALU could
be the block following the Dr interface and it could be
implernented in sequential Iogic. A1r that is needed is an
interface that provides the .A,Lu with an appropriat,e clock
signal. This d.esign is free from globar assumptions about
clocking and synchronization beyond the Dr standards whiLe
allowing the designer to localIy optimize isochronic circuits.
All that matters to a system designer is thaÈ the block itself
be globally Dr, and therefore it must globally support a Dr
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protocol and sÍgnal1ing scheme.

'A' delay element is generally needed between the DI mod.ulers
AcK signal and whatever AcK is generated by a typical Dï
interface. The purpose of such a delay is to allow seguential
logic into Èhe local environment of the Dr rnodule. Norrnally
the Dr interface will produce an AcK signar upon satisfying all
input and output cond.itions required by the rsc, and in fact
that is exactly whaÈ the Dr interface must do. Hor^rever, we

have sequential logic that is driven by the Dï interface ACK

signal. The local seguential logic needs some finite time to
carry out its operations and. update the sequential outputs. rf
we immediately sent out the ACK signal from the Dr interface,
we would alrow the sender to possibly send new outputs before
all sequential calculatj-ons r^rere completed -- a clear violation
of the Dr restriction thaÈ ar1 outputs must be updated prior t,o
sending an ACK signal. Therefore, a delay rnust be introduced
to ensure that all circuit outputs are appropriately updated.
prior to cont,inuation of the protocol cycle. A logic deray
that meets the worst case delay of the seguential logic must be
provided in the simplest irnplernent,ation, oÈherwise the logic
must generaÈe a completion signal using a more er_aborate
design" The ratter configurat,ion is preferable since it tends
to optimize performance although ít will arrnost always resurt
in significantly more 1ogic. rn this manner the Dr
restrictions are preserved by the sequential logic ín this
circuit 

"
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unfortunately, introducing fixed delays is less optirnal
than havÍng an entirely Dr module. This is because the circuit
would already have aIr the Dr d.elays associated with it by
generating a fulI logic function directly, while seguential
logic must add an ad.ditional delay to assure correct interface
operation. The principal advantage of using seguential logic
is the fact that an rsG and ErsG for the function need not be
derived. Thus, many existing sequential ce1ls in celr-
libraries may r^¡ell be used with minor nodifications. lvhen one
considers the man-years of development that such libraries
entail this can be a significant advantage. Thus, a trade off
between logic speed and d.esign effort must be made.

Although assumptions regarding the internal configuration
of the clocked logic ci-rcuit are not made, a few circuits wourd
commonly be quite useful for interfacing sequential logic to
the Dr interface. Fírst, we must remember that transitions on
all outputs of a Dr circuit are monotonic. Most crocked
seguential Iogic, however, responds to a specific clock ed.ge.
one approach is to produce a pu1se, or glitching, circuÍt that
will produce both clock edges each time a fuI1 input cycle is
completed. Figure 38 provides an example of just such a
circuit. By introducing an appropriate deray in one input line
of the excrusive or gate, one can produce a momentary pulse at
its output. As vre know, a sufficient delay wirl produce a J_ag

i-n one of the edges reaching the gate. Momentarily, then, the
gate will receive both ' I r and. !or inputs which wirl produce a
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¡1r at the output.
g'enerated.

A similar technigue courd be utilized on the data lines
(DHIDL) to convert them to single rail binary data. Figure 39

shows a fairly simple rnethod to convert the rail d.ata into
binary data acceptable to a typicar seguential logic circuit.
Although this technigue utilizes a significant amount of logÍc,
it has the utility of being hÍgh1y robust and easily
implemented using standard components. Note that it, Ís
desirable that DH and DL be fed directly inÈo this circuit from
the inputs and that, a Macro-Module irnplenentation of the Dï
interface only provide the ACK signal. rn this manner, \¡¡e may

avoid some of the delay associated with the Macro-Module
internal logic. However, this direct logic method is somewhat
wasteful. The Macro-Module already provides a great deal of
logic to handle the DL/DH signals; thereforer vrê are only
using the input protocor for arbitration and tirning.

Additionally, it rnay be necessary to convert binary data
back to the standard. Dr double rail d.ata convention. rn such a
situation, a simple circuit like the one shown in Figure 40

could be used. Finally, imprementation of a central Dr st,age
courd result in a combination of the above conversion circuits
and this is depicted in Figure 41. Remember that the general
nature of the circuit irnplementation may greatly increase logic
overhead; in many cases it would be desirable to implement
this function within the sequential logic itself as part of the
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design process.

ultimatery, a judícíous use of both fully Dr modules and
some mixed-mode circuitry may provide the best combination of
design ease, efficiency, and. flexibility. The next, subsection
discusses the system level and block level considerations in Dï
module usage.

4 "3 "3 Construction of a Ðriver Interface

rt should be apparent from earlier discussions that a logic
design involving rnany Dr modures ultirnately reguires a driving
circuit' some module must initiate activity to start circuit
execution. Further, it must continue to provid.e inputs or
control as the circuit requires. unfortunately, the task being
implemented tends to shape the driver in almost all major
respects. For example, in the ADrc communication chip
previously descríbed, r wourd probably use data v¡rites by a
processor as an initiating signal to begin d.ata t,ransmission.
Data transmission would then continue until all remaining bits
had been transmitted. Thereafter, another write wour-d. be
needed to reinitiate activity by the sender in the
comrnuni-cation link.

Essent'ialIy, ar1 drivers req-uire a number of basic
elernents. Figure 42 provides a typicar dri-ver circuit,
implernented ín a mixed-rnod.e format. FÍrst, the driver requires
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a start-up or initiating signal to force activity. This signal
prompts the computatj-on or other activity that the circuit as a
whore provides. Thereafter, initiation depends upon both the
data involved, the arbitration and. task the circuít must
perform, and other apprication specific details. rn some cases
an initiating signal may be continuously need.ed during each
cycle; in others, the circuit may be free-running depending
upon dependent Dr blocks. Thereafter, the d.riving and
maintenance of circuit activity could. simply depend upon
received.A,cK signals, or a combination of external signals and.

ACK signals; the only linit is that the driver may not be
allowed to supercede the restrictions of the Dr protocol
standard employed.

rf desired, this celI courd. also be praced in a fulry Dr
form. An rsG that wilr impl-ernent a Dr version is very crose in
nature to a typical Dr stage; the only major difference is the
presence of an initiator or reseÈ signal to force initial
circuit operation. A sinple rsG that implenent,s a very basic
driver is portrayed' in Figure 43. Greater detail is difficult
to provide due to the application-specific nature of circuit,
driving blocks.
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4 "3 .4 System L,evel Design

A mixed mode Dr module is capable of alr the stand,ard
behavioral functions in a norrnar Dr system" For example, a

typical mixed mod.e Dr module, such as the one pictured. in
Figure 4!, imprernents a pipelined. cenÈral stage. That stage
may weLl have all of the features of the Dr protocol, a

sequenÈiaI 10gic core, and input and output conversion
circuits. combining arl the above with appropriate join
functions produces a cent,rar pipelined stage as outr-ined
previously.

Paraller and chain termination is produced. in a similar
manner. All a mixed mode rnethod requi_res is the use of
appropriate interface logic between the Dr interface circuitry
and the sequential and cornbinatorial core of the logic block.
This methodology suggests that iÈ rnay be convenient to utilize
isochronic zones to accelerate design and testing in many Dr
sysfems 

"

Anyone curious about the proper interconnection of blocks
using parallel, serial, pipelined or other methods should refer
to chapt,er 3. The Dr mod.ules described here follow the
protocor restrictions reguired for such configurations.

rs mi-xed mode or Dr d.esign excessively wastefur of ïc area?
r do not believe that the overhead need. be prohibit,ive" For
example, r estimate that r could convert a significant portion
of my Äsynchronous DI Channel rC to a ful1y Df block form with
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only ten to twenty percent overhead. Adinittedly, the rc has

many aspects that, make it amenable to such conversion, but it
is still implemented in fuI1y synchronous logic at the rower
level. Further, a fuI1y Dr module may well be reasonably
efficient. some authors, such as Molnar and Fang t3l t7l,
propose that fuI1y Dr ce1ls nay yield only modest overhead
penalties from studies they carried out in producing a standard
Dr ceI1 library (called. Macrocells). Therefore, it is not
necessarily true that excessive area overheads are the out,come

of DI designs.

Further, the major advantage that musÈ be consid,ered is the
greater design ease that Dr mod.ules provide to system level
designers. The huge rcs of the future with one million or more
transistors will be difficult to design in a purery synchronous
manner. rt may be far more essential to guarantee correct
operation by design than to save ten or twenty percent in logic
overhead. The probrems that logic designers will face in
avoiding criticar edges, interblock delays, and, other
transmission problems between chips may well be prohibitive.
Dr modules, however, free the designer from nany of these
difficurties; thus, r berieve that Dr modules will provi-de a
powerful tool in the design, construction, and, reliability of
the ULSf devices in the future.

The inajor short term challenge will be to provide Dr
st,ructures and design rnethods amenable to najor design efforts.
rn part,icular, Dr structures that provide all of the basic gate
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functions and common circuit elements would be highly
desirable. Further, tools that simplify the logic derivation
process from rsG are greatly needed. Additionally, more work
on integrating seguentíaI and combinational logic into Dr
modules and settings are v/arranted. rn any case, a designer
has an alternative to purely seguentiar design that may werl
prove to be the more desirable option freeing the designer from
dependence on the c1ock.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY

chapter 1 provides an overview of the synchronizatíon
problems Íncreasingly found in rc and system designs. since
synchronization is consuming great,er rc chip area and design
effort, ârl alternate design rnethodology involving self-c1ockíng
could be attractive. Asynchronous logic could free many

designs frorn the synchronization requirements that currently
serve to limit many designs.

chapter 2 details a crass of circuits that exhibit Ðe1ay
rnsensitive behaviour. The task in Delay rnsensitive design is
reduced to providíng a logical and correct interconnection
between elements since such devices are immune to arbitrary
line de1ay. such a methodology should reduce the overhead and
design complexity associated. with clocking and synchronization
within large circuits or systems. Finally, a Delay rnsensitive
protocol hras introduced. This protocol could provide a

consistent interconnection method between high-level logic
within a system. The description of a Delay rnsensitive
.Asynchronous communicati-on rc design is given in chapter 3.
this rc provides two fu1ly bid.irectional eight bit serial Dr
communication links on one rc. rt also implernents bus
interface logic to provide a memory mapped peripheral. circuit
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testing is enhanced by providíng a simple scan path, and by
allowing logic to drive internar states onto the rc externaL
data bus. Analysis of the DrAc rc implementation demonstrated
a number of areas where the design courd. be optínized to
further irnprove layout and performance. Nonetheless, the Delay
rnsensitive rc overhead. was deerned to be reasonable given the
application. The IC is functional despite signíficant external
driver problems, and it demonstrates a practical Dr
application.

FinalIy, Chapter 4 presents a number of purely DI
representati-ons of the input and output functions of the DrAc
protocol which demonstrate the practicality of Dr design
methods. Additionally, a mixed mode design methodology permits
a cornbination of traditional clocked circuits within a Dr
system framework. Mixed mode designs aIlow designers to
guickly extend cerl libraries to satisfy Delay rnsensitivity by
utilizíng currently functioning synchronous erements.
Additionalry, designers can optimize circuit layouts by
including a rnix of fu11y Delay rnsensi-tive cells and rocally
clocked cells. Further work courd incrude the development of a

full Delay rnsensitive ceIl library irnplernenting fundamental
functions within that framework, and the redesÍgn of the DrAc
rc using these library erements. Additíonar work could provide
software generation of ErsGs from rsc círcuit,s, and, the
automation of the circuit generation.
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